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who better to rise to the task than our very own
volunteers, here suitably kitted out in vaguely
period working gear.
Sadly, they didn’t get a maroon Jaguar to

drive around in but they did get their moment in
the make-up department and became stars
of the small screen… for a minute or two!
Asked whether Kempton volunteers would

be adopting the wearing of ties and flat caps,
museum committee chairman Bernard Chorley
was non-commital.

Kempton sees its fair share of celebrity
detectives come and go – remember Poirot
and Japp being shot at on Triple No.6 in The
Murder of Roger Ackroyd? Or how about
the Midsomer Murders biscuit factory?
Well this time it was the turn of Inspector

Morse, The Prequel – aka Endeavour – to
transform our magnificent Triple House into a
suitable backdrop for the latest episode.
And it wasn’t just 1,000-ton green props the

production team was looking for, but extras. So
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Red Dwarf crew lands at Kempton

Full marks for Endeavour!

Rimmer, Lister and the Red Dwarf crew
are back for two more series of TV’s most
popular comedy sci-fi programme as the
unlikely crew of four continues its chaotic
journey through space three million years
in the future.

The engine house was transformed into an eerie
spectral world thanks to some imaginative lighting
but what mechanoid Kryten, hologram Rimmer,
Lister and the Cat made of it, we’ll never know!

You can catch up on the latest episodes by going
to the website at www.reddwarf.co.uk and see if you
can spot the Triple House.

The Triple House is transported three million years into the future thanks to imaginative special effects

Jerry Scholefield, Ian Johnson, David Seager and Bernard Chorley get a walk-on part in the Endeavour shoot

Careful with that
Triple, Eugene!

Eugene Kuntz came a long way to enjoy
Kempton’s unique Guest Driver Experience
and on his return to the States, he had
plenty to tell the folks back home. The
American spent the day with Triple driver
Len Hand and the team getting to grips with
the engine and afterwards, Gene said it had
been the experience of a lifetime.
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Special events draw
record crowds
Museum attendance hits record high as families flock
to see everything from Meccano to motor cars

Clockwise from above: a magnificent model of
the Triple was part of the Marvels of Meccano
exhibition in October; what better treat for a
birthday boy than to operate the Triple; and
a stunning Ford T-Bird at the Kempton Classic

Visitor numbers have broken all
records this year, with Saturdays
now almost as busy as Sundays –

traditionally the most popular for families.
As ever, the Kempton Classic was the

biggest draw of the season, attracting 100 cars,
plus classic bikes and even a penny farthing.
Robin Schoolar and his colleagues from

Runneymede Meccano Guild staged one of
the best exhibitions of the year. The Marvels
of Meccano featured an amazing collection of
models, including a reproduction of the
Triple. Robin will be back next year on 21-22
October for another show, so don’t miss it!
The new brochure is now available from

the museum foyer or request a copy by email
from kemptonsteam@gmail.com. Next year’s
dates are also on the website, so visit
www.kemptonsteam.org for details.

For next year’s
dates, visit the

website at
kemptonsteam.org

The railway had a good year, with a string of
special events including an Easter Egg Hunt,
Gala Weekend, Ghost Trains and Santa
Specials drawing big crowds. A lot of planning
and hard work went into each – for the Ghost
Train ‘set’, volunteers had to erect a temporary
tunnel full of spiders’ webs and ghoulish items
to house the Grim Sweeper (armed with a
broom rather than a scythe), along with bats,
ghouls, creepy music and a skeleton.
Come Christmas and it’s time for the Santa

Special, complete with sleigh and reindeer.
Darent will be chuffing around the track on its
way to Santa’s grotto, again, suitably decked
out with twinkling lights and an elf to help hand
out the gifts. The event was so popular last
year that they had to run extra trains and were
still turning people away.
The toy train in the picnic area has proved

a big hit with kids and the new ticket office is
now in place, painted and looking very good. 
Before the railway reopens next March,

there are several major projects to be tackled,
including track maintenance and a thorough
service for Darent before the spring.

Ghouls and Santa are railway winners

All aboard Darent for the Christmas Santa Special

Stanley Aldous, aged 7, was the lucky winner of
one of two hampers full of Waitrose goodies at
the November steaming weekend, seen here
with mum Carren and cousin Roni Jelley.
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Sadly, Triple News has to report the loss of
one of our most familiar faces at monthly
steaming weekends.
Maureen Oliver, who died suddenly on

31 August, was a long-standing volunteer
and one of the first faces Sunday visitors
would see on arriving at the museum.
Maureen was married to Andrew Oliver,

Kempton’s Membership Secretary. They
met in 1961 and, as Andrew says, it must
have been fate. “I’d had an argument with
my girlfriend and walked off in a huff.
Hounslow was not a very exciting place at
10 o’clock at night! I spotted the dancing
school above Burton’s and decided to give
it a try… but they were closing in half an
hour and wouldn’t let me in. As I was about
to leave, two sailors turned up and they got
me in… and that’s how I met Maureen!”
Between 1962 and 1970, the Olivers had

four sons – Peter, Robert, Nicholas and
James, on whose birth Maureen gave up
work to be a full-time mum. It was not until
James went to senior school that she went
back to work, first as a temp, then full-time
at the West London Institute, where she
worked well past her 65th birthday.
The first grandchild, Luke, was born in

1995 but Maureen’s delight was slightly
dampened by Robert’s move to Australia
when the lad was nine months old. In 1999,
James and Julie had Rys and, in 2003,
Matthew was born. 
In 1980, Maureen was diagnosed with

breast cancer and underwent a mastectomy,
an event Andrew says she took, typically, in
her stride. The cancer recurred 15 years
ago and she underwent further treatment.
However, none of this compared with the
tragedy of losing Peter, the Olivers’ eldest
son, something Andrew says hit Maureen
very hard. “She developed a sadness in
her eyes,” he said, “and in an unguarded
moment, she would often shed a tear.” For
visitors to Kempton, however, all they ever
saw was a smile. 
Such was Maureen’s popularity that it

was standing room only at South West
Middlesex Crematorium on 15 September,
when her family, friends and Kempton
colleagues assembled to say goodbye to
one of their favourite grandmothers.

Kempton loses
a welcoming

smile 

Team gets to grips with

Meet the team… Richard Abbott

Clockwise from above:  Rod Ambler removes the
spring to disassemble the ‘Bibby’ joint on the
turbine shaft to allow the second water pump rotor
and shaft to be lifted out; John Barnes steadies the
shaft and rotor as it is lifted out; and John Hennah
tightens the flange bolts on the steam regulator
that was removed to replace a leaking gasket

Richard is Health and Safety Officer on
the Museum Committee and his years
at British Airways have made him a
valuable asset to the volunteer team.
Starting out as an avionic technician, he

turned to computer programming, moving into
business analysis and system design, before a
final stint in a variety of office-based roles.  
Richard enjoyed his time with BA but, by

2013, and with his 60th birthday looming, it
was time to do other things. As he recently told
Triple News: “I knew I’d want to do more with
my time after I retired and I was excited by old
machinery, which led to me being washed up
on Kempton’s shores!” 
The committee soon spotted Richard’s

potential and when he let slip that he had been
a health and safety co-ordinator at BA, he was
soon invited to take up the same role at
Kempton, to which he readily agreed. 
“Being involved at Kempton gives me the

opportunity to learn new skills, both in hard
engineering and in the softer skills required to
operate a public facility successfully,” Richard
says. “I also enjoy the challenge of ensuring
that we have an effective health and safety
regime in place. Doing all this in association
with a bunch of good-humoured and like-
minded colleagues is the icing on the cake!”
When Richard is not at Kempton, he and his

wife Linda (who also volunteers at Kempton)
enjoy a visit to the Virgin Active pool and spa at

Twickenham RFU stadium twice a week. 
Richard also supports (and commiserates

with!) Linda in her passion for Fulham and they
often find themselves at Craven Cottage on a
Saturday. They belong to the National Trust
and visit many of the Trust’s sites during the
year  although, sadly, one of their favourites –
Clandon Park – burned down recently.

Another interest retirement has allowed
Richard to rekindle is his love of music and he
is currently following the modern Scottish folk
scene – anyone heard of Shooglenifty or
Peatbog Faeries?
For some people, retirement means just

that – stepping back from the rat race and
putting your feet up. But for people like Richard
and Linda, it means struggling to find quality
time with their three cats and a tortoise!

some weighty matters!
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Editorial Gaynor Cauter and John Barnes
Printing Culverlands, Winchester

Behind the scenes at today’s waterworks

Anyone who knows West London will
also know that the area is dotted with
waterworks. The treatment works at

Ashford, Hampton, Kempton and Walton
supply two thirds of London’s water and
although Kempton Park Advanced Water
Treatment Works is not the biggest, it is
certainly typical of these sites.
Water is extracted from the Thames and

held in storage reservoirs at various locations
before being taken by 72-inch and 100-inch
pipes to the primary filter house at Kempton.
This magnificent building, on the other side of
the A316 from the museum, houses rapid
gravity filters that remove debris and algae
from the water. Separating this unwanted
material from the water is achieved by air
scouring and ‘flocculation’, using chemicals
such as aluminium phosphate. After being left
to settle, the solid material is piped to the
sewage treatment works at Mogden.
The water then passes through one of the 12

slow sand filters, which can be seen from the
engine house. These filters consist of concrete
‘H blocks’ covered with 100mm of shingle,
200mm of sand, a 100mm layer of activated
carbon to absorb pesticides plus a further
450mm of sand. 
This top layer traps most of the biological

organisms and a 40mm layer has to be scraped
off and replaced as it becomes clogged up.
The life of this layer is approximately 70 days
in winter and 30-40 days in summer. Water
flows down through the filter and is collected
in the central channel. Each slow sand filter is
completely renewed every 10 years or so after
passing between 50- and 70,000 bed volumes
of water – one bed volume being equal to the
quantity of water from full to empty.  
The next stage in the treatment cycle

involves dosing with ortho-phosphoric acid.
This is used to line the lead pipes, many of
which are still used in the distribution system.
Chlorine treatment is administered in a contact
tank nine metres deep with a series of baffles
that allow the water 40 minutes of contact time
to achieve the correct chlorine concentration.
Ammonium sulphate is used to correct any
excess concentration of chlorine (super-
chlorinate, de-chlorinate). The water is further
disinfected by ozone, which is generated from

liquid oxygen using electricity at 60kV.  This
stage occurs between the rapid gravity filters
and the slow sand filters and daily chemical
analysis of the water at all stages of the process
ensures that the treated water is fit for drinking.
After treatment, the water is gravity fed to

pumps producing a pressure of 8bar. These
deliver approximately 160-200 megalitres
(Ml) per day to the distribution system.
Around 130Ml of water per day is sent via the
42-inch and 48-inch mains to closed storage
reservoirs at Cricklewood in North London,
while the remainder goes to the Thames Water
ring main.  En route to Cricklewood, some of
the water goes direct to customers via the
48-inch main.
Producing potable water is an expensive

process. Electricity alone for treatment and
pumping at Kempton costs, on average,

Modern control panels and electric motors are at odds with such elegant period surroundings

Thames’ Colin Wright shows the party one
of the pumps – not that different from ours!
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The Trust’s aims
1. To restore to steam one of the two historical
triple-expansion engines at Kempton Park Pumping
Station for Thames Water.
2. To operate the restored engine for public viewing
on selected weekends each year.
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£50,000 per month and care is taken to use it
as economically as possible. In the control
room, there is a clock marked with a red
segment at the peak time between 4pm and
7pm when electricity is most expensive.
Control room staff shut down all but essential
plant between these times and although
control of the works is fully automated, the
control room is staffed 24 hours a day.
Museum volunteers were recently given a

tour of the works and we are grateful to Colin
Wright of Thames Water for taking us round. 


